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SECTION I – EXERCISE PLANNING
A. Pre-Exercise Activities
The exercise planning process began in 2009 with recruitment of the CORE Citywide Exercise
Planning Team (CCEPT), which included Oakland Fire Department, OES staff, CORE Advisory Task
Force members and a representative of the City of Berkeley CERT program. The CCEPT met
monthly between October 2009 and April 2010 to plan details of the exercise, including identifying the
exercise objectives, scenario, participant pools and recruiting strategies, trainings, meetings, and
other exercise materials.
For the third year in a row, the CCEPT published and shared with participating CORE Groups an
Exercise Support Packet (ESP), designed to assist CORE Groups with their neighborhood’s planning
efforts and help ensure favorable outcomes for all involved.
Meanwhile Office of Emergency Services staff and
volunteer CORE instructors delivered a very busy
series of CORE classes in the months preceding the
Citywide Exercise. Between January and March 2010,
315 people completed CORE I training, 167 completed
CORE II, and 35 finished CORE III (figures include
training in English, Spanish and Cantonese). One
advanced training workshop was also held during that
period: “Effectively Managing Your Neighborhood
Incident Command Center”. In addition to refreshing
and enhancing CORE volunteers’ skills, the workshop
was provided to prepare volunteers for the Citywide
Exercise with a focus on their abilities to manage the
disaster response activities in their neighborhoods.
The Citywide Exercise was advertised in mass emails, flyer handouts and on the official CORE
website, www.oaklandcore.org. The event was promoted in public and neighborhood-level CORE
classes, advanced training workshops, and at the Spring CORE Graduation on March 24, 2010.
Participants were recruited from CORE, City of Oakland staff, the Emergency Management and
Disaster Preparedness Council, the Oakland Radio Communication Association (ORCA), and CERT
programs from the City of Berkeley and other neighboring cities. Oakland Neighborhood Watch
groups were included in the outreach effort.
Finally, on April 8, 2010 a Citywide Exercise Orientation was held for CORE Group Leaders and
Exercise Coaches. An official Exercise Plan was distributed, as well as neighborhood incident signs,
CORE Role Responsibility Tags, sample forms and an
audio disc of the Exercise Scenario. Members of the
CCEPT reviewed the Exercise Plan and answered
questions from those in attendance.
OES staff worked with the OFD Operations Division to
coordinate use of selected Oakland fire stations by ARES
amateur radio operators during the exercise, and
planned visits from fire engine companies 4, 6, 10, 12,
16, 17 and 25 to participating neighborhoods.
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B. Exercise Purpose and Objectives
The purpose of the exercise is to provide practice for participants in responding to a simulated 7.0
earthquake on the Hayward Fault centered in North Oakland.
The exercise objectives for participating neighborhood groups include:
1. Successful operation of CORE Response Teams and management by the Neighborhood Incident
Commander.
2. Integration of untrained neighbors as Spontaneous Volunteers.
3. Deactivation of the Neighborhood Incident Command Center.
4. Orderly evacuation of the neighborhood.
In addition to these primary objectives, each neighborhood group could determine if they wanted to
practice additional response strategies.
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SECTION II – ARTIFICIALITIES AND ASSUMPTIONS
1. 911 would not be used during the exercise. No phones or cell phones were working in the
participating neighborhoods during this exercise. Participants were reminded that land line
telephones, cell phones and satellite phones may not work immediately following a large
earthquake.
2. Neighborhood groups could practice relaying critical information to the Emergency Operations
Center by bringing concise, written messages to ham radio operators (ARES) at four selected
Oakland fire stations: 10, 17, 19 and 25. A sample communications form was distributed at the
Exercise Orientation, and posted on the CORE website.
3. For this exercise the Oakland Emergency Operations Center (EOC) was not staffed. Participants
were reminded, however, that following a large earthquake or other disaster event, the EOC will
be activated as quickly as possible.
4. This was a functional exercise, not a full-scale exercise, thus participating groups needed to be
self-sufficient and any emergency response from outside agencies would be simulated. No
emergency response agencies or hospitals participated in the exercise. Any transfer of injured
persons and calls for mutual aid would not be requested – only simulated.
5. The full scenario and pre-scripted scenario updates were provided in the Exercise Plan,
represented as simulated messages received over the radio from KCBS, 740AM. The
Neighborhood Incident Commander was instructed to read the scenario aloud at 9:00am, and the
scenario updates at the specific times indicated to guide the flow of the exercise. The scenario
was also provided as audio tracks on a CD, which groups could play on a CD player or computer
to simulate the news broadcasts.
6. More than 50 neighborhood groups were expected to exercise throughout the city. Participants
were encouraged to focus on the four exercise objectives established by the Office of Emergency
Services and outlined in the Exercise Plan, but groups were also encouraged to modify their
objectives as necessary based on their size, level of experience and geographic location.
7. All information provided by the Neighborhood Incident Commander, or Safety Officer or Exercise
Coach was to be considered valid.
8. Exercise time was real time from 9:00AM to 11:30AM.
9. “Stop exercise” was the phrase to be used to stop the exercise by the Safety Officer, should a real
emergency or safety hazard occur.
10. Weather for the scenario was whatever conditions were truly present the day of the exercise
(sunny and mild)
11. Oakland firefighters attempted to visit every official group participating in the Exercise. When they
arrived, the Neighborhood Incident Commander was expected to provide the firefighters with a
summary of critical items in the neighborhood with which professional assistance would be
needed, simulating firefighters’ arrival on scene in a real disaster.
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SECTION III – VOLUNTEER VICTIMS
Once again the Office of Emergency Services provided Volunteer Victims to CORE groups who
wanted the challenge and opportunity to practice Disaster First Aid skills like triage and treatment on
live “victims”. Volunteer Victims acted out the roles of people injured during the simulated
earthquake.
Volunteers reported OES early on the morning of the exercise to get into moulage (disaster make-up)
and read over their victim scenario to get into character. Two victim scenarios were developed for the
volunteers, which included specific injuries discussed in CORE training. Half of the victims had
lacerations on their arms, and the other half had bloody noses and head injuries.

Disaster makeup services were provided by CORE volunteer / moulage artist Adele Louise Bertaud.
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SECTION IV – EXERCISE SCENARIO
A. Scenario
It’s 9 a.m. on Saturday, April 24, 2010. A powerful earthquake occurred 30 minutes ago at 8:30am.
After checking yourself, your family and your home, you grabbed your emergency supply backpack
and reported to your Neighborhood Incident Command Center (NICC). You are now prepared to
open the NICC and you are the Neighborhood Incident Commander. As you begin setting up your
NICC, you tune your battery/solar/crank powered radio to KCBS, 740AM, and are finally hearing
preliminary reports, as follow.

Play track #1 on the Exercise Scenario CD now, or read aloud the following text:
“This is Rafael Gutierrez, with a breaking news update for KCBS News.
The U.S. Geological Survey confirmed that a magnitude 7.0
earthquake struck at 8:30am this morning on the Hayward Fault,
centered in the North Oakland hills area. Several strong
aftershocks have been reported. The Oakland Fire Department,
Office of Emergency Services is asking residents to stay where
they are if it is safe to do so and remember to “Drop, Cover and
Hold On” when aftershocks occur. Volunteer Community of
Oakland Respond to Emergencies or “CORE” groups are
requested to immediately begin neighborhood-level response
activities.
KCBS received initial reports that traffic throughout the Bay Area
has come to an abrupt halt. Many East Bay freeways have
sustained major damage, including parts of Highways 13, 24,
580, 880 and 980 in Oakland.
BART service has been suspended system-wide for safety inspections of all tracks. KCBS received
text messages from passengers stuck on a train that is stopped somewhere in the Transbay Tube.
Utility services have been interrupted for tens of thousands of
Bay Area customers. Landline telephone service has been
interrupted throughout the East Bay, with the heaviest
concentration of outages in Oakland and Berkeley. Power
outages are also being reported across the Bay Area, and
PG&E is currently shutting off gas service in heavily damaged
areas to prevent fires. EBMUD is warning of a high probability
of tap water contamination. Residents are urged to boil water
prior to consumption, and to avoid flushing their toilets until
advised whether or not city sewer lines are intact.
Our Eye in the Sky copter will be in the area shortly. Stay
tuned for further updates to this developing story.
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B. Pre-Scripted Scenario Updates
The following information should be read aloud by a Communications Team member during the
exercise at the times specified below, simulating information received over the radio from KCBS
News. Alternately, you can play tracks #2, 3, 4 and 5 on the Exercise Scenario CD.

9:30am (Track #2)
Rafael Gutierrez for KCBS News with an update to our developing story out of the East Bay. At
9:28am a large aftershock was felt here in the studio and likely throughout the Bay Area. Initial
reports from the U.S. Geological Survey website indicate it was a magnitude 6.2. Now to Chip
Blackwell, your Eye in the Sky.”
From my position in the KCBS helicopter hovering over the Bay Bridge,
I can confirm that several lower sections of the Bridge’s Eastern Span have
collapsed into the water. Several vehicles are stopped on the bridge,
unable to move forward or backward because the road around them has
simply vanished. The U.S. Coast Guard is arriving on scene and water
rescue resources from first responder agencies, the Neptune Society and
private boats are converging on the area as well. Back to you Rafael.
Thanks Chip. Since our last update, several major building collapses have been reported, including
Tribune Tower and Oakland Police Department Headquarters. Fires have also been reported in the
North and East Oakland hills, and in the East Oakland flatlands. Fire crews are continuing to be
dispatched.

10:00am (Track #3)
It’s 10:00am and this is Rafael Gutierrez reporting for KCBS News. In the East Bay, CalTrans has
reported that structural damage and numerous auto accidents are blocking emergency vehicles from
getting where they need to go. The public is asked to stay off all major roads and highways to allow
the professional emergency responders to reach those most in need. PG&E asks residents to shut
off individual gas lines only where leaks are suspected.
Local city and county resources have been overwhelmed, and mutual aid
is being requested from the state and from FEMA. City leaders have
declared a local emergency and are requesting emergency declaration
from the Governor and President to clear the way for state and federal
funding. The City of Oakland requests that CORE groups submit
neighborhood status reports to the Emergency Operations Center. The
City also reports that Ham radio volunteers are stationed at several
Oakland Fire Stations to relay those messages to the Emergency
Operations Center.
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10:30am (Track #4)
This is Rafael Gutierrez with a breaking news update from KCBS. The Oakland Police Department is
issuing mandatory evacuation orders for many neighborhoods due to rapidly spreading fires and
dense smoke. Fires are widespread in the industrial area around the Coliseum, downtown, and at the
eastern edge of the city but dense smoke is spreading throughout the city of Oakland.
OPD is notifying affected areas via the city siren system as well as
canvassing neighborhoods with official city vehicle loudspeakers. The list
of neighborhoods under evacuation orders will be available for news
distribution any minute. OPD is also advising that if your area is not under
evacuation orders at this time, you may wish to begin preparations by
accounting for your family members and packing your valuables.
Volunteer CORE groups are encouraged to account for all team members
and be prepared to assemble and evacuate on short notice. All resident
are warned NOT to evacuate unless advised to do so. The police are
stressing the message that ONLY those under evacuation orders should
get on the road. Traffic congestion will be a significant problem. Remember to stay tuned to KCBS
NEWS, your official Bay Area source for accurate news and frequent updates.

10:55am (Track #5)
“This is the Oakland Police Department. A mandatory evacuation order has been issued for your
neighborhood due to a fast moving fire. Smoke from the fire is posing a serious hazard to your
health. Your life is in immediate danger if you do not evacuate RIGHT NOW.”
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SECTION V – EXERCISE EVALUATION
Immediately after each group concluded their neighborhood
exercises, they were asked to conduct a short “Hotwash”, or
feedback session. Participants shared comments about what
went well, what needs improvement and lessons learned, along
with recommendations for CORE groups and the CORE
Citywide Exercise Planning Team for next year.
Forms
designed to capture information from the Hotwashes were
submitted to the Office of Emergency Services.
Later that day, CORE Group Leaders and other representatives
from 29 of the 52 total participating groups gathered at the Ira
Jinkins Recreation Center between 1:00pm and 2:30pm to
share their experiences at the official Exercise Debriefing.

A. Amateur Radio Emergency Service (ARES) Feedback
After welcoming remarks by Oakland Fire Chief Gerald Simon,
Office of Emergency Services Director Renee Domingo and
CORE Emergency Planning Coordinator Kaity Booth, the
Debriefing commenced with feedback provided by ARES
representatives John Rabold and Per Brashers, who talked about the ham radio network used to
convey information from neighborhood CORE Groups to the City’s Emergency Operations Center.
Twelve ARES amateur radio operators at fire stations 10, 17, 19 and 25 received and relayed
messages from CORE groups. Most groups used runners to get messages to the fire stations, but
one CORE group successfully used GMRS radios on a local net to reach the ham radio operators.
Per reported that the new EOC communications form worked well from their perspective, as 65% of
messages received were complete and
transmittable, compared to only 24%
last year when a less structured format
was used for writing messages.
Reasons why 11 of the 25 messages
were undeliverable were due to either
bad address information (which could be
a symptom of an exercise, where
information is sometimes made up), or
no message originator information was
supplied.
Comments from participants on the new
communication form ranged from liking
it to it was too complicated. All agreed
that additional instructions on how to
use a form of this type would be
beneficial, but that a spontaneous
volunteer should be able to complete it
without needing additional training.
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B. Medical Reserve Corps Feedback
Linda Lasky, an Oakland Medical Reserve Corps volunteer, let everyone know that OES had
embedded four medical professionals (three registered nurses and one veterinary technician) in
different neighborhoods as spontaneous volunteers. CORE and the MRC wanted to avail their
services an incredible resource to the Disaster First Aid team, and simultaneous test the
neighborhoods’ volunteer intake process to see if they would identify and effectively use these
volunteers’ medical skills. Results were as anticipated, that some groups need to improve their
volunteer intake process to better identify skills of volunteers and assign them tasks appropriately.

C. CORE Group Feedback - Debriefing
Next at the Debriefing, representatives from each participating group were asked to share their most
significant lessons learned. General comments were also made about evacuation, liability and
recommendations for the 2011 CORE Citywide Exercise, including the following:
Evacuation
• Feedback from groups, who attempted to do it, was positive.
• Feedback from groups, who did not attempt it, was also positive for the materials provided and
as an activity to attempt in a future exercise.
• Rolling suitcases were suggested useful as a “Go Bag”.
Liability
• Search & Rescue teams may need to break and enter after a disaster to gain access to a
house to search for survivors or make a rescue. It was suggested to get neighbors to sign a
release BEFORE a disaster occurs to permit breaking & entering their homes. The Search &
Rescue team would then be responsible for securing the property after entering (to guard
against looting and board up where entry was made).
Recommendations for 2011 Exercise
• Focus on communication, which is still a weak spot for most groups.
• Suggested promoting “Oakland Camp Out in Your Backyard” night. Encourage people to use
their earthquake supplies to see how they work and what else they may need to have on hand.
• Focus on high-rise buildings.
• Focus on utility control with participation by PG&E, EBMUD, etc.
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D. CORE Group Feedback - Summary
Following is a summary of all the feedback provided by participants, both verbally during the
Debriefing and submitted in writing on the official Exercise Hotwash form.
1. What Worked Well
•

Planning & Materials
o Forms and preparation that went into the citywide exercise was very good. There were
very clear ideas on how groups with different experience could participate.
o A team of five shared responsibility for planning, organizing and running the event.
Support materials generated by the team were useful.
o Pre-exercise planning meetings included the official orientation, neighborhood planning
meetings and a meeting with the group’s assigned coach the week prior.
o CD of scenario (radio announcements) was a popular new feature.
o “Exercise in Progress” sign was a great attention-getter.
o Role Responsibility Tags with reminders on back
o Provided a good simulation with typical incidents
o More organized than prior years

•

Community Building
o Getting to know neighbors
o Collaboration between blocks
o Neighbors worked very well together.
o Exercise was good outreach to the neighborhood.
o Built camaraderie among neighbors and new attendees
o Updated all family information, functional needs, pets, tools, etc.
o Exercise was a catalyst to get neighbors together to plan for emergency situations.
o “Getting the neighborhood together to talk about organizing our block. We are still at
the beginning stages of organizing a CORE group.”
o “We set up an information center and used the event to educate our neighbors about
how the CORE team will organize and how they can help. We had displays on home
and car kits and a large display of command center supplies. We also had a wish list
displayed to let folks know what other supplies we need – we got in kind and cash
donations!”
o “Our advance outreach was successful in gaining visibility for what we are able to do,
and six new household joined our group”

•

Communications
o Communications team capturing & recording info
at the Neighborhood Incident Command Center
o Effective use of two-way radios with minimal
extraneous information/chatter over radio waves
o Good practice on use of two-way radios
o Sent several messages to the Fire Station
o Registration/check in of participants, including
Spontaneous Volunteers
o One group created a flow chart handout with
instructions on communication protocol
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•

Evacuation
o In-depth discussion of evacuation issues & procedures
o Evacuation of the Neighborhood Incident Command Center,
First Aid Station & neighborhood participants
o Evacuation route maps with multiple routes
o Evacuation plan worked well

•

Mentoring & Outside Support
o “Our Volunteer Victims were great. Having several of them
come to the First Aid Center was very useful.”
o “Very grateful that two experienced volunteers from another
neighborhood spontaneously showed up and advised.”
o Integration of spontaneous volunteers: SV’s found it useful to be partnered with a more
experienced volunteer. “Having intelligent, eager SV’s attached to teams and asking
good questions provided an opportunity to review the whole process.”
o Coaches/mentors were a great addition. They showed outside commitment to the
exercise which encouraged the neighborhood groups.
o Fire Department participation really made the
CORE group feel that the time they’ve been
putting into preparing was appreciated. OFD’s
participation was a great motivator and boost to
morale.
Firefighters answered questions and
provided useful suggestions on first aid topics and
prioritizing incidents.
o “Our mentor was fantastic.”

•

Participation
o “Having a large CORE-trained volunteer base
allowed us to have several volunteers on each of
the field response teams.”
o On site translators/interpreters for participants who speak a language other than the
majority of the neighborhood
o Better attendance than past years
o Utilized all volunteers

•

Training Activities
o Showed neighbors how and when to shut off gas valves.
Checking each house’s gas meter location was beneficial.
o Training neighbors on fire extinguishers
o Table top exercise discussions
o Two-way radio training on how to install batteries, and
communications with Net Control
o “This year we took a different approach and trained
everyone to be incident commanders.”
o “We organized our exercise as demonstration and show & tell for outreach and
recruitment purposes. Stations we set up and demonstrated were Neighborhood
Incident Command Center and procedures, childcare center, triage & first aid, pet
center, preparedness at home.”
o “During our tabletop exercise it was helpful to have scenarios to focus our attention. We
became aware of some of our shortcomings in our planning.”
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2. What Needs Improvement
•

Planning & Materials
o Suggest more pre-exercise communications to get more people involved.
o Improve form for communicating to the EOC
o Need more First Aid supplies
o Provide a simple flow chart with roles & responsibilities of CORE team members to
facilitate clearer understanding of the NIC structure and how decisions are made. It
could be included in Response Team folders or a poster hung at the Command Center.
o Need more/better signage for Command Center and First Aid station
o Make it clear as early as possible that CORE facilitates an Orientation and Debriefing in
support of this Exercise.
o CORE needs more advertisement

•

Children/families
o Need to engage families with children
o Some parents were hesitant to leave their children in the child care area.

•

Evacuation
o “Our escape route for the evacuation was difficult to navigate and could have been
dangerous. We need to evaluate pre-identified escape routes for safety.”
o Evacuation routes need to be mapped out
o Need guidance to know which way to evacuate in case of fire

•

Communications
o Learn and use proper two-way radio protocol.
o Identify alternate channel for two-way radios.
o Communication with nearby CORE groups.
o Check batteries regularly for two-way radios
and bullhorn.
o Establish an announcement board to share
news updates with the neighborhood.
o Learn how to communicate effectively without
two-way radios – we may run out or they may
not function properly.
o “Our greeters were distracted by passing out
two-way radios and by noise from other
greeter functions. We need to do a better job
of segmenting intake, assigning teams, and
handling radios.
Suggestion: have a separate Logistics person who handles
equipment.”
o “It was difficult for the Neighborhood Incident Command Center staff to handle all the
radio communications that were coming in. For example, they were receiving status
updates that they didn’t need to do anything about, such as status on condition of
victims at the First Aid Center. Suggestion: if a team is located close to the NICC, they
should communicate in written form instead of over radio for lower-priority messages.”
o Need instruction labels for the radios.
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•

Participation
o Improve overall participation
in neighborhood exercise and
re-stimulate interest in former
participants.
o “Need more residents to get
CORE training – need to
organize a CORE II class for
the neighborhood, and get
more neighbors to complete
CORE III level training.”
o Need in-depth leadership
training for response teams.

•

NICC Management/Operations
o Refine who should assign and
track Response Teams.
o Improve matching assigned roles to volunteers’ skills.
o Clarification/training on how to best use the Safety Officer (new role).
o Spontaneous volunteers need better instructions before beginning their tasks.
o Name tags for all participants would be helpful (first and last names).
o “People should be assigned to teams as soon as possible. It’s more effective use of the
volunteers, and makes the whole enterprise seem more organized.”
o Don’t try to do two jobs at once.
o “In an actual emergency, we’ll need more Damage Assessment teams than were
needed in the exercise. Suggestion: if we actually check every house, we’ll get a much
more realistic idea of the time it takes to canvass the whole neighborhood and a more
realistic idea of the flow of radio communications. The Neighborhood Incident
Commander was barraged with radio calls in rapid succession from the Damage
Assessment teams.”
o Need to establish intermediate roles between the field teams and the Neighborhood
Incident Commander.

•

Supplies
o Make sure the response team bags/
backpacks have necessary supplies
(tools, instructions, forms, etc.).
o Gather supplies in advance of the
exercise so that is not a distraction.
“The First Aid Center did not get
completely set up when the exercise
began, so they wasted some time
searching
through
boxes
for
supplies.”
o Need more spare batteries.
o “Need to remember how to use the
resources we already have.”
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3. Lessons Learned
•

Planning & Materials
o Rewrite the flyer and make phone calls before the exercise to encourage participation.
o “Neighbors were grateful for a packet of written information. Many told us that
reminders are welcome and helpful. Our intention is to send email reminders every 4-6
months about home preparedness.”
o Prepare a flyer for each home to give notice of event & reminder.

•

Communications
o Protocol needs to be followed.
o Untrained team leaders need more direction (via radio).
o Good communication is vital in an emergency situation where thing can be chaotic.
o Don’t use channels that have traffic from other areas.
o Need to write fast & accurately – have a chart or other materials ready.
o “The First Aid Station needs a two-way radio right away OR more people assigned to
the First Aid team to handle transport of victims at the same time as triage and care.”

•

Community Building
o It is vital and useful to get out and meet the neighbors.
o Know your neighborhood. “We have to encourage people to know more about the
community resources, share information i.e. CPR Saturday, drills, etc.”
o “How to continue organizing our block?”

•

Evacuation
o It was a shock to some that evacuation might be necessary

•

Participation
o Untrained volunteers can be very effective with good directions.
o “Retired folks attend and families are too busy.”
o There are some people who do not care about the neighborhood.
o “Too many neighbors out of town today.”
o Need to involve more people.
o Better coordination needed with so many spontaneous volunteers.
o Start preparations earlier.
o Combine with a special event to get more people.
o It would be useful to have a Command Center exercise for CORE III-trained neighbors.

•

Other
o “Keep everyone out of the First Aid area and the Neighborhood Incident Command
Center except those who are supposed to be there. Moving Communications closer to
the Status Board helps, but we need better ways to keep people out.”
o Designate a play area and provide toys for kids.
o More training is needed on Incident Command.
o A real emergency can be stressful. Remember that you are helping and being positive,
making a positive contribution.
o Need more information about special needs populations.
o “We plan to discuss the neighborhood incidents from this exercise at future meetings.”
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4. Recommendations for CORE Groups
•

Community Building
o Follow up with neighbors who didn’t show up for the exercise.
o Schedule a follow up meeting with neighbors.
o Attend another group’s exercise to see what they do.
o Find ways to get more neighbors involved.
o Incorporate Neighborhood Watch into CORE meetings – overall safety awareness.
o Involve local students/youth in event preparation.
o “We have block parties twice a year and have learned that neighbor knowing neighbor
is one of our best tasks – disaster or no.”
o Drum up interest by going door to door.
o Update all neighbor information.

•

Evacuation
o Work on evacuation plans.
o Discuss what to do in case of flooding from
Lake Temescal or other Oakland reservoirs.

•

Training
o Practice relay communication.
o Hold CORE training in the neighborhood.
o Take online course FEMA IS 100
(Introduction to Incident Command).
o Take more radio communication classes.
o Get key people to understudy/cross train key roles.
o Let neighbors know that CORE is available in Spanish and Chinese.
o Develop first aid resources and classes in the neighborhood.
o “Stress more aggressively that people should read materials they are given on
clipboards. Make sure the NIC or Assistant NIC briefly reviews expectations with teams
before they leave on their assignments.”
o “Everyone should take turns being the NIC – the perspective is enlightening.”
o Take CPR & First Aid training.
o Contact the City’s special needs service coordinator for information on how to assist
various populations.

•

Supplies
o Develop an equipment cache and set up a shed with donated supplies.
o Get camel backs (water backpacks) or keep a case of bottled water on hand to stay
hydrated throughout the exercise or a real incident.
o Test equipment (for functionality & expiration)
o Pop-up canopy to provide shelter at stationary locations (NICC, first aid, shelter, etc.)
o Use carbon paper/telephone message pads for documentation.
o Have basic supplies/tools ready to go along with each team.
o Use white-board type posters/tags for team members, job tags; info can change easily
o Get portable file box with handle for forms and office supplies.
o Vests for participants who are not CORE trained (maybe orange – different from CORE)
o “Get stretchers, colored tarps and more blankets in the First Aid Station.”
o Highlighter pens for laminated maps
o More than one sign in sheet so more than one person can check in at a time
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5. Recommendations for Next Year’s CORE Citywide Exercise Planning Team
•

Planning & Materials
o Provide more incidents
o Re-examine forms
o Improve the OES reporting form
o Provide a simple organization chart
o Conduct the exercise twice a year
o Follow up with team leaders throughout the year with other resources
o Simplify what CORE provides to and
requests of group leaders
o Give contact info to participants of
other nearby participating groups so
they can reach out to each other for
input and support
o The audio CD version of the exercise
scenario added a sense of realism. More of that would be good.
o Notify non-English speaking groups earlier if there are new forms created to allow
sufficient time to translate
o Consider combining Exercise Support Packet and Functional Plan into one document
provided early to group leaders
o Avoid sending last minute information or requests.
o Continue to encourage participation of new groups who can do something less than a
full scale exercise

•

Focus
o “We recommend using the earthquake scenario because it is going to
happen and also because it provides
a variety of incidents that give a
realistic simulation.”
o Provide scenarios for staff of the
Neighborhood Incident Command
Center – work the chain of command
o Include neighborhood communication
with HAMs to get info to OES
o Focus on crush & laceration injuries

•

Mentoring & Outside Support
o Continue CORE group mentoring.
o Send experienced CORE leaders to middle groups to coach
o Better management of requests for auxiliary people sent to neighborhoods. Prioritize
and don’t overwhelm.
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E. Recommendations from the CORE Citywide Exercise Planning Team
1. Continue the long lead time/monthly meeting format for the CORE Citywide Exercise Planning
Team (CCEPT). Time is needed to develop the large amount of material made available to the
participants.
2. Ask the Advisory Task Force members to rotate through the CCEPT. That would give a wider
group the experience of planning an event of this size and provide a source of new ideas and
scenarios.
3. Map the neighborhoods and provide contact information so leaders can work together and
share resources more effectively. This would be beneficial not only for the exercise but for any
emergency situation.
4. Continue to work on a coordinated exercise with Berkeley CERT.
5. In addition to having multiple groups host the exercise in their neighborhoods, secure a central
location for CORE-trained volunteers without groups to organize their own exercise. This may
give them the opportunity to take on more leadership roles, without having to be Spontaneous
Volunteers in other neighborhoods.
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SECTION VI – FOLLOW-UP
A. Conclusion
The April 24, 2010 CORE Citywide Exercise generated excitement and interest among Oakland
residents around the subject of emergency preparedness. Over 825 people representing fifty-two
neighborhood groups from all seven Oakland City Council districts participated in this exercise,
including City staff, graduates of the CORE training program and individuals who were brand new to
CORE. This exercise demonstrated that many members of the Oakland community take their safety
seriously and are putting forth considerable effort to be prepared for emergencies.
The annual exercises continue to be unique opportunities for neighborhood groups to demonstrate
and build on their preparedness and response skills. It is the hope of the Office of Emergency
Services that CORE training levels will remain high, and that participation in future annual exercises
will continue to grow.

B. Corrective Action Plan
Based on feedback and suggestions from exercise participants, the CORE Citywide Exercise
Planning Team has identified a Follow-Up Corrective Action Plan to help address what needs
improvement.
Action Item

Description

Whom

Provide Additional
Exercise Opportunities

Conduct a CORE Refresher
workshop featuring two
exercises conducted under the
supervision of OFD personnel &
experienced CORE volunteers

CORE Coordinator,
Assistant Emergency
Services Manager and
CORE Instructors

Fall, 2010

EOC Message Form(s)

Modify and finalize the form(s)
neighborhood groups will use to
relay messages to the EOC

CORE Coordinator and
CORE Advisory Task
Force subcommittee

Spring,
2011

Organization Chart

Create a standard CORE
organization chart, provide as a
laminated poster and
downloadable PDF online

CORE Coordinator,
Assistant Emergency
Services Manager

Spring,
2011

Peer Exchange

Host an event where CORE
volunteers can network,
exchange ideas and brainstorm
ways to improve future exercise
and CORE training

CORE Coordinator and
CORE Advisory Task
Force

Spring,
2011
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APPENDICES
A. Glossary of Terms
ARES

Amateur Radio Emergency Service – A nationwide organizational structure of the
Amateur Radio Relay League dedicated to emergency service. ARES members can
help in widespread disasters and can operate before and after government declared
disaster times.

CCEPT

CORE Citywide Exercise Planning Team

CERT

Community Emergency Response Team

CORE

Communities of Oakland Respond to Emergencies

DFA

Disaster First Aid

EOC

Emergency Operations Center - A facility dedicated for coordinating citywide emergency
response activities.

FRS

Family Radio Services – A low power FM handheld walkie-talkie that uses 14 dedicated
channels and up to 38 “privacy codes”

GMRS

General Mobile Radio Services – A higher power FM handheld walkie-talkie with a
wider geographical range for transmission that uses 15 channels, 7 of which are shared
with FRS radios and have up to 38 “privacy codes” The FCC requires purchase of a
license to use the GMRS radio channels.

NICC

Neighborhood Incident Command Center

NIC

Neighborhood Incident Commander

OES

Office of Emergency Services

OFD

Oakland Fire Department

ORCA

Oakland Radio Communication Association – ORCA is Oakland’s amateur radio club
originally formed to provide supplemental communication during emergencies. ORCA
member interests include new technology, member training, special projects, equipment
maintenance and exercises.

SV or SUV

Spontaneous Volunteers or Spontaneous Untrained Volunteers
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B. Participating CORE Groups and Their Group Leaders
1432-1491 Block of Excelsior Ave, Brian Letson
5800 Ocean View Drive CORE Group, Joan Patton
6400 Hillegass Avenue, Lisa Aliferis, Kathy Burns
67th Avenue Neighborhood Watch, Jessie Brown
Benevides Avenue, Karen Sharkey
CABS MON, Cathy Dalton
Calmar CORE, Mary Ann Walsh
Carisbrook Drive Group, Bonnie & Jerry Moran
Castle Courts Association, Stan Weisner
Chabot CORE, Susan Savage
Chatsworth Court, John Mayerhofer
Chinese CORE, Ellen Liu
Cochrane Ave., Laura McAmis
Damuth St. Neighbors, Ruth Harteneck, Roger King
Davenport Neighborhood Watch, Derek Krause
Estates Fountains, Barry Johnson, Jo Loughran
Everett Avenue, Shelley Cooper
Fairview Park, Anna Barnard
Fernwood Community Group, Regine Goth-Goldstein
Fruitvale/Tiffin, June Peterson, Jerry Wertzer
Golden Gate Ave., Marv Tripp
Harbord/Lane/Marr Neighborhood, Robin Nasatir, Kathleen Hurley, Sarah Hamilton
Holyrood Neighborhood Group, Roger Vickery
LA MAS NA, Steve Everhart
La Palmas - Voltaire Avenue, Nicole Frede, Patricia Williams
Laguna – Hearst – Madeline, David Edwards
Lion Creek Crossings, Samariya Smith
Lower King Estates, Jill Finnegan, Tamara Thompson
M.A.S.H., Sara Wynne
Margarido Drive, Hans Moser, Susan Spore
Maxwell Park Emergency Response Team, Joe Davis
Melville Drive, Donna Russell-Snyder, Linda Yoshino, Mark Magers
Minna Avenue Neighborhood Watch, Peg Lum
Monte Vista Group, Patricia Maurice
Montera Association, Kathy and Mike Carroll
Moongate/Skyline Group, Elaine Geffen
Moraga / Harbord, Jerry Pierson
Mountain Gate Ascot Neighborhood, Teresa Constantinidis
Oakmore, Kathy Mattingly
One Kelton Court, Della Mundy
Parkridge Estates, Lawrence Bryer
Patton University, Pat Ruelas
RD6 - Raymond Deakin 66th Streets, Victory V Lee
Seven Streets, Jane English
Swan's Cohousing CORE Team, Michael Coleman
The Magnolia Project, Yaou Dou
Thornhill Court Irregulars, Bob Ruggiero, John Day, Sharon Banks, Dan Argueta, Dan Melvin
Wellington Street CORE #1, Ben Haidri
Whittle/Forest Hill CORE, Joan Warren
Wilton Dr / Burton CORE Group, Ron Barklow
Woodminster, Jackie Care
York-Weldon, Dante Rodriguez
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C. Map of Participating Group Command Centers
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D. Media Release

News from

Oakland Fire Department
For Immediate Release
April 22, 2010

Contact:

Renee Domingo
Emergency Services Manager
(510) 755-5843

Simulated Quake Shakes Oakland:
Dozens of Neighborhoods Groups Practice Ability to Respond
Oakland, CA — A simulated 7.0 earthquake on the Hayward fault will provide more than four dozen
neighborhoods throughout Oakland with an opportunity to practice their skills in responding to a major
earthquake or other significant disaster.
On Saturday, April 24, 2010 from 9am to 12pm, hundreds of volunteers and dozens of organized
neighborhood groups will participate in the fifth annual CORE Citywide Emergency Response
Exercise, organized by the Oakland Fire Department, Office of Emergency Services. The goal of the
exercise this year is to enhance neighborhood preparedness to respond to an earthquake scenario
including physical evacuation, while responding to a range of simulated incidents.
The Oakland Fire Department reports a 72% increase in group participation over last year, with 50
distinct neighborhood groups signed up to participate separately and simultaneously on April 24,
2010. Most neighborhoods are led by and comprised of residents who have been trained in
emergency preparedness and response through the Oakland Fire Department CORE program
(Communities of Oakland Respond to Emergencies). Some of the participating CORE groups
represent more than 100 households, while others represent one or two blocks of homes.
Several of the neighborhoods participating for the first time this year are Neighborhood Watch groups,
representing a successful collaboration between the City’s Office of Emergency Services and
Neighborhood Services Division to improve coordination of neighborhood-related City services.
More than 100 unaffiliated volunteers will participate as either Spontaneous Volunteers or Volunteer
Victims in the host neighborhoods. Other participants will include local ham radio operators, Oakland
City staff and Firefighters. Oakland will also host Emergency Services representatives from other
local jurisdictions to encourage inter-agency collaboration.
CORE is a free emergency and disaster prevention, preparedness and response training program for
individuals, neighborhood groups and community-based organizations in Oakland. CORE teaches
self-reliance skills and helps neighborhoods establish response teams to take care of the
neighborhood until professional emergency personnel arrive. A major disaster will overwhelm first
responders, leaving many community members on their own for the first 72 hours or longer after the
emergency. Since its inception in 1990, the CORE program has provided free, community-based
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training to more than 19,000 residents. Residents who are interested in signing up for free CORE
training or who would like help forming CORE groups in their own neighborhoods can contact CORE
at (510) 238-6351 or core@oaklandnet.com.

PHOTO/VIDEO OPPORTUNITY:
Volunteer “victims” injured by the simulated earthquake and its aftermath will give neighborhood
groups an opportunity to practice their Disaster First Aid skills. For more information about the
locations of moulaged victims for photo opportunities, contact Renee Domingo at (510) 755-5843.
Below is a sample list of locations of Oakland neighborhood groups participating in CORE Citywide
Exercise on Saturday, April 24, 2010 with Volunteer Victims:
Group Name

Group Address

Chinese CORE

Madison Square Park
810 Jackson Street
Oakland, CA 94607

Fernwood Community Group

Bosky Lane
(between 1475 and 1501 Mountain)
Oakland, CA 94611

Laguna-Hearst-Madeline

3800 Laguna Avenue
Oakland, CA 94602

Lower King Estates

7940 Winthrope Street
Oakland, CA 94605

Moraga/Harbord

5742 Moraga Avenue
Oakland, CA 94618

Seven Streets

6209 Girvin Drive
Oakland, CA 94611

Swan’s Cohousing CORE Team

930 Clay Street
Oakland, CA 94607
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